Due in large part to several sentinel contributions from the National Cancer Institute (NCI), the local management of extremity soft tissue sarcoma (ESTS) today typically results in excellent local control and very good limb function. In 1982, Rosenberg et al. 1 showed equivalent 5-year survival rates for limb-sparing surgery (LSS) plus radiation therapy (RT) compared with amputation and an acceptable 15 % local recurrence (LR) rate for LSS plus RT. Following publication of this landmark trial, amputation rates appropriately plummeted. In 1998, Yang et al. reported results from a second NCI randomized trial that compared LSS plus RT with LSS alone and showed a clear significant local control benefit for RT for both high-and low-grade ESTS. A randomized trial from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) in 1996 affirmed the local control advantage for RT (in the form of brachytherapy) in addition to LSS.
Due in large part to several sentinel contributions from the National Cancer Institute (NCI), the local management of extremity soft tissue sarcoma (ESTS) today typically results in excellent local control and very good limb function. In 1982, Rosenberg et al. 1 showed equivalent 5-year survival rates for limb-sparing surgery (LSS) plus radiation therapy (RT) compared with amputation and an acceptable 15 % local recurrence (LR) rate for LSS plus RT. Following publication of this landmark trial, amputation rates appropriately plummeted. In 1998, Yang et al. 2 reported results from a second NCI randomized trial that compared LSS plus RT with LSS alone and showed a clear significant local control benefit for RT for both high-and low-grade ESTS. A randomized trial from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) in 1996 affirmed the local control advantage for RT (in the form of brachytherapy) in addition to LSS. 3 Several nonrandomized series have reported LR rates\15 % for LSS alone without RT, but others have shown unacceptably high rates of LR with this approach. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Given the conflicting results for surgery alone from nonrandomized reports, and the clear local control advantage with RT demonstrated by randomized trials, the standard of care for most high-grade ESTS is LSS plus RT.
The main and undisputed benefit of adjuvant RT is improved local control, and local control rates for LSS plus RT are \15 % in modern series. [9] [10] [11] [12] However, the effect of RT on overall survival is ambiguous. The aforementioned randomized trials as well as the 20-year update of the NCI trial reported by Beane et al. that accompanies this editorial, fail to show a statistically significant difference in survival with the addition of RT. [1] [2] [3] 13 Since RT has its own treatment-related toxicities and is not associated with an improvement in overall survival, should we stop using RT in conjunction with LSS? The report by Beane et al. shows a trend toward higher 20-year survival rates for LSS plus RT compared with LSS alone (71 vs. 64 %, p = 0.22). As the authors point out, this study was only powered to detect a 21 % survival difference. On the other hand, a review of 6,960 patients with high-grade ESTS showed a statistically significant improved 3-year survival rate of 73 % for LSS plus RT compared with 63 % for LSS alone (p \ 0.001).
14 It is quite possible that adjuvant RT for ESTS does in fact confer a statistically significant survival advantage, but due to small patient numbers in most series, such a benefit has not been reliably demonstrated. This was the case for breast cancer. Most individual trials failed to show a significant association between local control and survival. 15, 16 Nevertheless, patients with breast cancer were still treated with RT because of the local control advantage it conferred. Ultimately, a meta-analysis of 42,000 patients demonstrated a clear link between improved local control and superior survival. 17 Another potential benefit of adjuvant RT relates to the consequences of a LR. The development of a LR necessitates further surgery or surgeries and possible RT, and it may result in greater long-term toxicity than if RT had been delivered after the first definitive resection. In addition, development of a LR can have a devastating psychological impact.
On the other hand, delivery of adjuvant RT is associated with toxicities, the severity of which must be factored into the decision of whether to recommend such treatment. The Beane report assessed toxicity rates via telephone survey for 54 of the initial 141 patients (38 %) enrolled in the NCI LSS plus RT versus LSS alone trial. 13 There were no statistically significant differences between groups, but the toxicity rates trended higher for the LSS plus RT group compared with the LSS alone group: clinically significant edema (25 vs. 12 %), functional limb deficits (15 vs. 12 %), bone fracture (10 vs. 4 %), wound complications (17 vs. 12.5 %, respectively for all comparisons.) These patientreported outcomes are an important contribution to the literature, but it is important to interpret them in the context of the treatment era. These patients were treated prior to 1991 with 2D technology rather than 3D-based treatment planning. Patients with high-grade tumors were also treated with concurrent chemotherapy. These factors are likely associated with higher long-term toxicity rates compared with modern era treatment that largely uses 3D and intensity-modulated RT (IMRT) and rarely uses concurrent chemotherapy. Three recent groups using primarily IMRT reported Grade 2 or greater toxicity rates for LSS plus RT. These toxicity rates are likely more representative of current practice: edema (5-11 %), joint stiffness (5.5-14.5 %), and subcutaneous fibrosis (5.5-9 %) (Alektiar, personal communication). 18, 19 With respect to fracture rates, Dickie et al. 20 defined RT dose metrics which, when achieved, keep fracture rates \2 %. Lastly, O'Sullivan et al. 18 demonstrated that if the surgical flap can be spared high dose during preoperative RT, wound complication rates are \15 %.
In conclusion, the addition of RT to LSS for ESTS clearly improves local control. It is quite possible the improved local control afforded by RT is also associated with improved overall survival, but such an effect has not been clearly demonstrated. RT-related long-term toxicities occur. With modern treatment planning, use of IMRT, and current improved understanding of normal tissue dose tolerances, rates of clinically significant toxicities such as edema, fibrosis, joint stiffness, and fracture are quite low. However, we as sarcoma oncologists should be judicious with our recommendations for RT. In particular, we should avoid RT in patients with little risk of LR such as those with tumors that are low grade, superficial, and indolent (e.g., atypical lipomatous tumors).
In our opinion, for most patients with high-grade ESTS, the relative benefits of modern-era RT outweigh the relative toxicities, and we continue to recommend the approach of LSS plus RT. Having said that, we must always strive to do better. We support further investigations to reduce RTrelated toxicity such as the ongoing assessments of smaller radiation treatment fields, 21, 22 selective RT dose reduction, and efforts to further understand normal organ dose tolerances. We acknowledge there is likely a subset of patients who can be spared RT altogether, and a prospective trial to elucidate this group would be very worthwhile.
